
 

 

- Navigation device
- HR bike mount
- USB cable
- Quickstart user guide 

Outdoor map 27 countries* 
pre-installed
DE, AU, CH, LI, BE, NL, LUX,
DN, SW, FI, IS, PL, CZ, HU,
HR, IT, VT, SMR, MCO, FR, 
AND, ES, GI, PT, GB, NO, IR

Additional maps can be installed 
free of charge via the Activity Manager

* Map details depend on 
 OpenStreetMap data

 ORDER INSTRUCTIONS TECHNICAL DATA SCOPE OF DELIVERY

Product: 
 - IBEX trail 150
Part number: 
 - 1091234073
EAN: 
 - 4062626000167 
Koli EAN
 -   /
Warranty:
 24 months from date of purchase
 to end user Service:
Service:
 First Service 
 www.ibex-outdoor.de
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- Portable Navigation System for outdoor use
- Approx. 4" (10 cm) resistive touchscreen
 specifically designed for outdoor use 
- Case waterproof to IPX5
- Electronic compass
- Barometer
-  8 GB memory expandable via microSD to 64 GB
- USB interface
- Real-time altitude profile
- Automatic movement recognition
- Geocaching
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IBEXtrail 150
Cycling-, hiking- and outdoor navigation system IBEX
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Turn-by-turn navigation using offline maps

Circular route navigation

Alternative routes

Individual profile settings for a specialised 
routing depending on activities

Whether riding a trekking, racing or mountain bike, 
or hiking along bicycle paths, streets or trailways – 
everything is customisable. Including re-routing,
if you miss a junction.

Continuous proactive and real-time actualisation 
of the altitude profile for accurate assessment to 
save your strength.

Routable, topographic outdoor maps

Outdoor maps of Europe* with presentation of 
even minor forest trails, woods, grasslands and lakes

A multiplicity of dedicated outdoor points of interest
such as mountain huts or summits

Geocaching
Multi-caches, traditional caches with descriptive 
texts and instructions directly in navigation display. 
Full screen compass, descriptive texts and log 
entries directly to the IBEX trail 150.

Real-time altitude profile in real-time control

Automatic movement recognition for direct recording 
of every activity

Multi-flow menu for easy browsing between 3 main 
applications, for promptly reaching the trip computer 
functions, navigation or altitude profile functions.

Turn-by-turn navigation using offline maps

Circular route navigation

Alternative routes

Individual profile settings for a specialised 
routing depending on activities

Whether riding a trekking, racing or mountain bike, 
or hiking along bicycle paths, streets or trailways – 
everything is customisable. Including re-routing,
if you miss a junction.

Continuous proactive and real-time actualisation 
of the altitude profile for accurate assessment to 
save your strength.

Routable, topographic outdoor maps

Outdoor maps of Europe* with presentation of 
even minor forest trails, woods, grasslands and lakes

A multiplicity of dedicated outdoor points of interest
such as mountain huts or summits

Geocaching
Multi-caches, traditional caches with descriptive 
texts and instructions directly in navigation display. 
Full screen compass, descriptive texts and log 
entries directly to the IBEX trail 150.

Real-time altitude profile in real-time control

Automatic movement recognition for direct recording 
of every activity

Multi-flow menu for easy browsing between 3 main 
applications, for promptly reaching the trip computer 
functions, navigation or altitude profile functions.

 

HARDWARE

Attractive and sturdy 
high-end bike navigation 
system with outdoor case

Approx. 4" (10 cm) resistive 
touchscreen specifically 
designed for outdoor use 

Barometer

Case waterproof to IPX5

8 GB memory expandable 
via microSD to 64 GB

USB interface

Dimensions:
ca.112 x 70,5 x 21 mm

- Navigation device
- HR bike mount
- USB cable
- Quickstart user guide

Outdoor map 27 countries* 
pre-installed
DE, AU, CH, LI, BE, NL, LUX,
DN, SW, FI, IS, PL, CZ, HU,
HR, IT, VT, SMR, MCO, FR, 
AND, ES, GI, PT, GB, NO, IR

Additional maps can be installed 
free of charge via the Activity Manager

* Map details depend on 
 OpenStreetMap data 

SOFTWARE SCOPE OF DELIVERY

IBEXtrail 150
Cycling-, hiking- and outdoor navigation system IBEX


